
What’s It All Meme?

A meme: typically a picture, (a photograph, film still, magazine cover, etc.), cropped 
or altered in some way and surrounded by concise writing that serves as visual 

shorthand for a much longer and more complex cultural or political critique.

Ella Maria Diaz considers the meme, both its virtual production and 
dissemination, as a symptom of larger forces of dehumanization. Situating 
the twenty-first century cultural habit of making and sharing memes in a 
neoliberal age in which people are pushed out of their communities, 
surveilled, policed and killed, Diaz turns to other pictures with words that 
disrupt the status quo and offer images and messages of human rights, love, 
and recognition.



Memes are made literally through “meme generators”—websites 
where you can select a picture and fill it with text. 

Limor Shifman decides upon meme genres and characterizes three types of memes based on photographs: “Reaction Photoshops are 
collections of edited images created in response to a small set of prominent photographs, which may be labeled memetic photos. Such photos 
feature politicians (e.g. ‘The Situation Room’, ‘Floating Chinese Government Officials’), celebrities (‘Sad Keanu’, ‘Strutting Leo’), and 
‘ordinary people’ (‘Disaster Girl’, ‘Frowning Flower Girl’). Stock character macros are image macros (images superimposed with text) that 
refer to a set of stock characters representing stereotypical behaviors. For example, ‘Sheltering Suburban Mom’ is a conservative hypocrite 
who preaches one thing and practices another, and ‘High Expectations Asian Father’ over-pushes his children to succeed academically. Photo 
fads are staged photos of people who imitate specific positions in various settings.”

Limor Shifman, “The Cultural Logic of Photo-Based Meme Genres.” Journal of Visual Culture, 13:3 (2014) 343.  



Memes are considered authorless. Their existence depends on posting and reposting them in virtual space. 

Assuming that memes are insignificant demonstrates precisely their inherent power and, often, their danger, as seemingly 
meaningless doodads of twenty-first century technology and virtual life. Their thoughtlessness exposes the desensitization 
of people who make, engage, and watch a mainstream culture that pivots on violence through an index of images, film 
footage, and animated sequences (called GIFs) that is compelling because of the spectacle of human bodies in various states 
of decay, dissection, injury, or death. The act of looking at a meme is socially-coded as entertainment and yet the act of 
looking dehumanizes the viewer as it dehumanizes the human being who is looked at. 



http://www.vintag.es/2012/02/old-pictures-of-die-hard-new-york.html http://ewo.uk.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/o-MULTI-SCREEN-VIEWING-CANADA-facebook.jpg

… a mainstream culture that aestheticizes violence to make us laugh, cry, shake in anger, or, even worse, feel nothing at all. 
Violence abounds in TV, film, and social media. It can be awe-inspiring in its picturing, terrifying in its excess, and exciting
in its simulation. Memes are a byproduct of these visual practices. 

A history of watching and looking isn’t thinking. Is this community engagement or social participation in a human world?



a “stock character macro” meme 

How do we represent difference through the human being and how are we 
or they represented over time? 

Ellen DeGeneres’s Meme next to an image in Stuart Hall’s "The Spectacle of the Other," 
in Representation: Cultural Representation And Signifying Practices, pages 225-290. 
SAGE Publications, 1997.



Over the last thirty years, the role of the injured, deceased, and disassembled body has evolved in American 

dramatizations of death—from making television shows appear more gritty and realistic (Law & Order), to becoming the 

central driving force of their dramatic plots (Bones, NCIS, CSI, Criminal Minds, etc.) American audiences are familiar with 

incessant images of death, both as mise-en-scène (background)and as central plot lines. 

A discourse of the cadaver— or cultural production that ranges from mainstream representations to fine art and 

scholarly analyses of human beings that, ultimately, figures people as objects for the sake of conveying an intellectual point 

or eliciting a reaction from one’s audience. 



What does it all meme? how do we reclaim our eyes from the screens that bombard us with dominant and dominating images that de-mean 
humanity? How do we relearn how to see and not just look? 

In the age of the screen and, yet, there are screens that still require participation in the physical world, both with our hands and our voices as 
we talk to each other about our ideas (what we see) and create different representations of ourselves. 

Students gathering to “pull” silkscreen posters 
in honor of their friend and classmate who 
passed away. May 2017



Join us, anytime between 12 p.m. and 
5 p.m. in the multipurpose room at 

the Latino Living Center. 

Watch, help, laugh, eat, and 
take a poster

Monday, May 15, 2017

Celebrando nuestra comunidad, honrando a Angel Hierro
A Latino Living Center community event for healing and remembering

Artwork by Melanie Cervantes, co-founder of Dignidad Rebelde : http://dignidadrebelde.com

Silkscreen poster production with 
Kevin Cruz, LLC resident and artist 

Monday, May 15, 2017
Refreshments Provided



A downloadable poster is something like a 
meme in the sense that it is a picture with 
words and accessible online. Beyond that, 
however, the downloadable poster diverges 
from the meme, disrupting the spectrum of 
violence by representing moral values that 
rebel against dehumanization through 
dignified images of human beings. Dignidad
Rebelde (Rebel Dignity) is a graphic arts 
collaboration between artists Jesus Barraza 
and Melanie Cervantes, based in Oakland, 
California, and they believe “that art can be 
an empowering reflection of community 
struggles, dreams and visions.” Alongside 
their silkscreen posters and fine art, Barraza 
and Cervantes produce downloadable posters 
that “amplify people’s stories,” they assert, 
putting representations of black, brown, and 
marginalized peoples “back into the hands of 
the communities who inspire it.” 

Downloadable Poster by Jesus Barraza and 
Melanie Cervantes www.dignidadrebelde.com


